WHY A VOTE FOR HERUT STRENGTHENS THE ENTIRE ZIONIST MOVEMENT

A Return To The Traditional Values Of Zionism

We work in the World Zionist Congress to increase funding and provide resources and support for:

- Encouraging Aliyah and gathering all the tribes
- The growth of Zionist youth movements worldwide
- Zionist education initiatives and programming including those that concentrate on Jewish Unity
- Zionist leadership instruction and activist training
- Hebrew language instruction
- Support for Lone Soldiers
- Jewish development of all parts of the Land of Israel
- Countering anti-Israel propaganda on campuses
- Security and self-defense for Jewish communities worldwide in the tradition of Ze’ev Jabotinsky
- Seeking justice for victims of Arab terrorism

We recall the pledges of the Irgun Tzvai Leumi (ETZEL) and the Lohamei Herut Israel (LEHI) to the Land of Israel and the LEHI’s adherence to the Biblical call:

“If I forget thee O Jerusalem, may my right hand forget its skill.” [Psalms 137:5]

BUILDING THE NEXT GENERATION OF DEFIANTLY ZIONIST LEADERS

#ZionUnite

HerutNA.org | office@herutna.org

HERUT IS NOT ANOTHER CAREER-ZIONIST ORGANIZATION - All our members are volunteers; All our funding goes directly toward activities
Be a part of the future of the Zionist Movement!

Please vote “Herut Zionists – The Jabotinsky Movement” and join a committed, diverse group of American Zionists seeking to be the agents for positive, creative change that the Zionist Movement must have in the next World Zionist Congress. The Herut Zionists slate encompasses leaders from a wide breadth of Jewish organizations and affiliations.

Together with students, educators, rabbis, noted Jewish activists, former IDF Lone Soldiers, academics, journalists, legal scholars and others who have joined Herut, we are making a real difference in the Zionist Movement on behalf of the State of Israel and Jews worldwide.

Join us!

Endorsers: Bruce K. Gould, President Elect Jewish National Fund • Floridians Fighting BDS • The Midwest Defenders of Israel • Zionist Pacific Coalition • CIPAC/Christians’ Israel Public Action Campaign • International Israel Alliance Israel-America Renaissance Institute/I-ARI • Jerusalem Education Fund Inc. • Middle East Research Center Ltd./MERCL • SavIsrael.com • The J.Ca (Winnipeg) • Think-Israel.org

Joshua Goldstein NJ
Moshe Phillips PA
D’Vorah Singleton IN
Gabby Phillips NY
Rabbi Moshe Solomon IN
Dan Kaskel, Esq. FL
Cheryl Jacobs Lewin IL
Ahvuva Blass NY
Steven Goldberg, Esq. CA
Mitch (Micha) Danzig, Esq. CA
Lisa Koenig PA
Omri Cohen IL
Rabbi Gil Rosen WI
Daniel Oppenheimer, Esq. FL
Shari Voluck NY
Yehoshua Harriston IN
Fred Taub OH
Jeff Dunetz NY
Anna Lenchus, Esq. FL
Yonatan Herzfeld NY
Evon Winer, Esq. IL
Steven Frank, Esq. DC
Melissa Cohen NY
Gershom Stewart IN
Don Sable PA
Sue Kaskel FL
Susan L. Rosenbluth NJ
Benjamin Scholom IL
Rabbi Rocky Caine MD
Tom Mountain MA
Rabbi Baruch Melman PA
Yael Phillips PA
Hal Bluestein, CPA PA
Sigal Meshian, NY
Prof. Rena Krakow PA
Jacob Blady PA
Martin Goldberg, Esq. CT
Joe Diamond NY
Carol Leslie Flatto FL
Jonathan Duani PA
Rabbi Yitzchak Gross PA
Shani Feuerman FL
Fern Sidman NY
Robert Dodell, Esq. AZ
Randy Singleton IN
Rabbi Kevin Hale MA
Sarahay Haynes IN
Hillel Feuerman FL
Bruce Blady PA
Rabbi Tzvi Kilstein FL
Zipporah Solomon IN
David Patalis NJ
Dr. David Borenstein NY
Alan Mangurten IL
Shlomit Madison IN
Yelena Finkel IL
Brian Pikelny IL
Elijah Justice SC
Sandra Kessler NY
Scott Gould PA
Sol Einy AZ
Jason Marshall FL
Deena S. Borzak FL
Daveed Levy FL
Rabbi Betzalel Haynes IN
Mike Nelinson PA
Dr. Bernice Lipkin MD
Shana Avishai PA
Alan Hack NY
Noah Segal FL
Grace Morgenstein MD
Sid Stein IL
Benjamin Einy AZ
Ithamar Pittman IN
Dawneeta Nutter IN
Max Smeadee NY
Jack Saltzberg CA
Aaron Lovelace IN
Letishia Porsche TX
Huvie Steinhardt FL
Steven M. Sandleben IN
Leah Zilberman NJ
Beverly Rubin PA
Robert Walsky NJ

Daniel Bernardin GA
Daniel Soussana CA
Tamara Gibson NY
Jessica Roth FL
Habakkuk ben Levi IN
Michael Wasserman IL
Rhonda Hadas Hack NY
Jonathan Singleton IN
Dan Willens IN
Elijahu Wilson IN
LaTovah Tyeh OH
Jeni Singleton IN
Mike Zimmerman IL
Karina Wilson NY
Milcah Wilson IN
Sue Kaskel FL
Zachariah Singleton IN
Norma Walsky NJ
Shelley Benveniste FL
Prof. Edward Alexander WA
Prof. Rael Jean Isaac NY
Prof. Erich Isaac NY
Thomas Gibson NY
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